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Movement to fleet vehicles/transportation services: Market Response or Social Change?

- Economics interpretation:
  - Market responses to changes in price/supply/quality, etc.

- Structuralism:
  - Broader social-structural/institutional changes

- Here, we investigate “post-private-car” from a social change perspective
Research Questions

1. How does the Fordist social structure work to foster automobile dependence?
2. How are these structures changing?
3. How has this affected demand for automobile ownership?
4. What are the opportunities for fleet vehicles in this context?
Research Approach

- Develop institutional model
- Develop set of indicators to reflect these institutional relationships
  - Census, labor, economic, transportation statistics
- Analyze changes over time
Understanding Social Structure

• The social organization of production and distribution is in constant flux – solving problems and creating new ones
  • Reveals temporary stable *regimes*
  • In the structuralist literature, these are known as a *Mode of Regulation* (e.g. Aglietta, Boyer), or the *Social Structure of Accumulation* (e.g. Gordon, McDonough)
• One recent *regime* of the U.S. economy, (1940s to the 1970s) is called “Fordism”
Marxian Political-Economic Model

Production (Capital) ————> Consumption (Wages)
Fordist Economy (1935 to ~1970)

Production
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  - Consumption Goods

Consumption
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  - Food
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Wage Bargaining

Consumption Fostering
- Public Investments & Subsidies
The Solution: Mass Consumption

1959 American National Exhibition in Moscow
Key Fordist Relationships for Automobile Ownership

• Production
  • Auto production a key driver of the broader economy
    • Inter-firm coordination/collusion/concentration
      • Co-ownership and interlocking directorates
      • Non-price competition
  • Consumption
    • Patterned into reinforcing “bundles”
      • Auto-oriented suburban land use patterns / automobile / etc.
    • Identity formation from auto ownership
  • Public Policy
    • Consumption and production fostering
      • Highway Trust Fund guarantees steady funding
      • Re-engineering of streets, etc
The Automobile

The center of mass consumption
The Fordist City
Reconfigured for Consumption
Post-Fordist Disarticulating Economy (1970 to Present)
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Production
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Lowered Wages
Productivity/Wage Bifurcation
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Weakened
Trends in productivity and real hourly compensation growth, manufacturing sector, selected periods, 1949-2011
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Peak-auto: Indicators from Production
Declining importance of the domestic auto industry
Domestic Automobile Production as a Percent of GDP
Average New Car Price (2012 Dollars)
Industry re-focused on identity formation
Peak-auto: Indicators from Consumption
Drivers licensure rate declining overall
Total Auto Sales per Household (per year)
Replacing wages with debt to purchase vehicles
Changes in Housing Preferences?

Your Environment Becomes You...

Click Here for a conceptual look at Centerpoint

Twenty.Four.Seven

Centerpoint Condominiums resonates in the idea that where you live speaks volumes about who you are. An exciting and innovative concept in urban living, Centerpoint comprises four soaring, contemporary towers situated downtown Tempe, Arizona.

Anchored by a central plaza that bustles with commerce and activity, the towers will encompass nearly 800 distinctive condominium dwellings. They’ll include untold luxury appointments and a host of residential amenities and services that simply haven’t been available to buyers before anywhere in North America.

Sweeping views, dramatic architecture and a stunning array of amenities all set amidst Tempe’s rich, vibrant downtown. It’s what we call “real...
Rise in Car-Sharing

Current Membership Estimate: 750,000
Identity Formation: Questioning Mass Consumption
Conclusions

• Weakening of automobile ownership at the societal level
  • Shift is small compared to the significant weakening in general Fordist relationships
  • Large path-dependency/momentum behind auto
  • Replacing wages with debt? How sustainable?
• Spaces of innovation for alternatives to the private automobile are opening
• Identity formation a key battleground
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